The time-of-flight (TOF) principle measuring the traveling time of long propagating pulse between instrument and objective has been most fundamental and widespread technology in absolute distance measurement owing to its superior advantages in terms of maximum measurable range up to hundreds of kilometer. The achievable resolution of conventional TOF measurement, however, reached only a few sub-millimeters at best. This limitation attributes to direct conversion of optical pulse to microwave pulse in detection part of which state-ofthe art bandwidth is available at picoseocnd range. To overcome limited resolution of conventional TOF, we exploit a way to directly extract distance information in optical domain by using of a femtosecond pulse laser and nonlinear characteristics of second harmonic generation crystal. The timing difference between femtosecond (fs) pulses is traced with precision of less than 1 fs, which corresponds to a sub-micrometer resolution in distance. The high resolution performance is evaluated in ambient environment and shows 150 nm resolution over 0.7 km. An indirect analysis based on Allan deviation using lock-in control signal shows achievable resolution could reach up to 1 nm in free-space environment.
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